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   -- SYNOPSIS  -- 

Change happens over a period of time .we do things in an order or sequence .Time is a continuous 

sequence of events or actions taking place. Time moves from the past , through the present to the 

future. Past is what has happened day before today. Future is what happens  tomorrow.  Timeline is 

When we arrange the events and the dates or the years in which those events happened in the correct 

order we make a time line. Calendar , A calendar lists the days , weeks and months of a year.Days  are 

grouped into weeks , weeks are grouped into months and months into a year. We use a calendar to plan 

our holidays .we can also mark important events such as :- 

A. Family events;  like birthdays , weddings and anniversaries. 

B. School events ; like Annual day , Sports day , Homes birthday. 

C .National events;  like Republic day, Teacher's  day , Gandhi  jayanti. 

            ~~~~~~~ 

A. Fill in the blanks by choosing suitable words from below   

1. <<  events ,  2nd , Mars , Sundays , Sequence >> 

1._______and other holidays are either marked in a special colour or marked differently.  

2.________something that happens.  

3. March is named after the Roman God________ 

4 .the order in which events occur__________ 

5- Gandhi jayanti is celebrated on the ________of October. 

               ~~~~~~~ 

B. State whether the following statements are True or False.  

1. Present is what is happening today.  

2. A calendar lists  the days , weeks and months of a year.  

3. Ambedkar jayanti is celebrated on the 26th of December.  

4. Independence day is celebrated on the 26th of January.  



5. Events and dates or years  are arranged on a time line. 

               ~~~~~ 

C. Match the following 

1. Children's day              Environment day. 

2 . January is named       what happens tomorrow.  

3. School events              14th November.  

4.Future is                        is useful to plan our holidays.  

5. A calendar                    after the Roman God Janus. 

                ~~~~~~ 

 D. Answer the following questions  

Question1 What is a Sequence?   

Question 2 What is an event?  

Question 3 How did January get its name ?   

Question 4 Which two important events we can mark on a calendar?. 

               ~~~~~~~ 
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       exercise  A, B, C. 

         _________ 


